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sorrow. The ballad is the English Clerk Colvill and the Swedish
Sir Olofin the Elves' Dance, Icelandic Olaf Lily-rose and Faeroese
Olavur Knightly-rose. The German equivalent in traditional litera-
ture is The Knight of Strauffenberg; the Danish poem is made per-
fect in Goethe's Erlkonig. There are several Lusatian ballads of
The Luckless Wedding, which is also found in Czechoslovakia. The
extension south-westward was probably by sea, since we encounter
a well-preserved form of the ballad in Brittany (Count Nann). In
France the elfin opening has been lost; Le Roi Renaud appears
with a mysterious mortal wound. A subcentre was thus created in
France whence we have the Basque King John, Catalan Widow and
Don Ramon, Spanish and Portuguese Don Pedro, in a south-
westerly direction; and Count Anzolin or the Concealed Demise in
Italy, leading to the Rhodian Greek Constantine or Marriage and
Departure. It has been claimed that the head of the ballad has
been preserved in the Spanish and Catalan Gentle Lady and Rustic
Shepherd, but the claim seems too ingenious.1
Scandinavian scholars are wont to disclaim for their region the
ballad of the Merman's Bride (Agnes and the Merman). It is found
on the shores of the North Sea, among the Low Germans, and in
Lusatiaj but there seems little reason to accept a further disclaimer
by German critics, who would assign the ballad to the Slavs.
Water-sprites among the Slavs are different from the northern
mermen and nixes; and they play a more prominent part in Scandi-
navian than in German tradition. Assuming, despite the authori-
ties, a Danish centre of diffusion, we can run rays out to the north
(Faeroese Nykkurs visa, Icelandic Elenar IjoS), to the west (French
Belle Helene, Breton Fiancee), and to the south (German Wasser-
manns Braut, Lusatian Wodny muz, Hungarian Pabeli Antal).
Revenants are a notable feature of northern mythology, and there
are two powerful Danish ballads which use this motif: namely,
The Mother beneath the Mould and Aage and Elsa. The former is a
medieval equivalent of the Eddie Waking of Angantyr and Smp-
dagsmdl. The Svipdagsmdl has direct descendants in Scandinavian
balladry, and the connexion between these and The Mother beneath
the Mould is generic, not direct. The tears of orphans waken the
1 This is the appropriate place to mention the model of all comparative
ballad studies, S. Grundtvig's classic Elveskud, dawk, svensk, norsk, f&rcesk,
islandsk, skotsk, vendisk, bcemisk, tysk, fransk, italiensk, catalonsk, spansk, bre-
tonsk Folkevise, Copenhagen, 1881. Elveskud is No. 47 in his Danske gamle
Folk&viser.

